RACE : TRAINING
Aim to complete a training plan at least twice a week
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1 Pull up

Strength exercises
you should be doing!
There’s no arguing that elite obstacle racers are
some of the fittest athletes on the planet. But just like
anything worth doing, they have put in thousands of
hours of graft to make sure they turn up on race day
ready to rock.
Beginner OCR’s have certainly been on a run or two
before dipping their toes in the mud, but one area
often neglected (even by higher level runners) is
strength training. Not only is strength training well
documented to help distance runners strengthen and
stabilise the hips, lower back, knees and ankles, it
is also pretty damn important for pretty much every
obstacle along the way. After all, no one that scales
walls like a ninja, or sprints up a travelator like a
nineties gladiator contestant has ever been weak or
poorly conditioned!
With that in mind here are 6 exercises every obstacle
racer should add into their training plan:

2 Jump Squats
Why it’s great: Getting over an 8ft wall is going to
require some serious leg work. Jump squats are
great for developing triple extension (ankle, knee, hip
joints) power. They are also important for developing
the right landing mechanics for every obstacle you
jump (or fall) off.
How to do them
• Stand with feet shoulder width apart with toes
pointing to 11 and 1 o’clock.
• Sit your body down into a full squat while
maintaining a proud chest.
• When you rear passes slightly lower than parallel
with the floor explosively drive your body weight up
and jump as high as you can.
• Aim for a controlled landing with smooth transition
into the next rep.
3 Spiderman Push Up

1 Pull up
Why it’s great: All OC races require bundles of upper
body strength. If you can’t lift your body weight (or at
least hold onto it) you are going to be in for a tough
time on the monkey bars, rope climbs and sandbag
carries. Master the pull up and these will feel like a
walk in the park.
How to do them
• Start by hanging onto a bar with straight arms,
palms facing away from you, legs straight and feet
off the floor.
• Brace your stomach muscles then pull your body
weight up until your chin reaches the bar.
• Slowly lower down, then repeat.
Note. If this is too hard, try starting with negatives
(jumping up to the bar then slowly lowering down) or
using a band for assistance.
2 Jump Squats
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3 Spiderman Push Up
Why it’s great: No one wants barbed wire in the
back, to get stuck crawling through a muddy pipe or
receive a face full of electrified water for that matter.
Spiderman push ups will help avoid all three. Being
able to control your body weight when crawling and
traversing is crucial.
How to do it
• This one’s pretty simple but very difficult. Simply
perform a standard press up but raise one knee to the
elbow as you lower into the bottom of the press up.
• Push back up to the starting position, then switch
legs. Be sure to brace the stomach muscles
throughout.
Note. For beginners be sure to master the standard
press up first as the Spiderman is far more
challenging on hip and core stability.
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4 Push Press

sure to start light and ask for help if you need it.
There is no quicker way to injure your lower back
than a dodgy deadlift.

6 Farmers Walk
4 Push Press
Why it’s great: There is a strong sense of camaraderie
in OCR’s. If you can’t push a weight above your head
you have no chance helping a team mate over a wall!
Also great for pressing logs, sandbags etc.
How to do it
• Perform the push press with either a barbell or
pair of dumbbells. Start with the weights rested on
shoulders (dumbbells) or collar (barbell).
• Flex at the hips into a quarter squat position.
Simultaneously thrust up through the hips whilst
pressing the weight overhead.
• Now slowly lower the weight back to the starting
position.
Note. Unless you are experienced in compound
lifts like this, be sure to start light and perfect the
technique before adding weight.

Why it’s great: There comes a time when one has to
be able to carry heavy things and walk. Sand bags,
logs, people all come to mind when completing an
OCR. The farmers walk also sorts the wheat from the
chaff when it comes to grip strength!
How to do it
• Lift two kettlebells or dumbbells into an upright
position using the deadlift technique mentioned
above.
• Now simply walk as far as you can without dropping
the weights. If you can make it more that 50m you
need a heavier weight!
• Be sure to maintain good upright posture throughout.
6 Farmers Walk

5 Deadlift
Why it’s great: The deadlift is crucial for lifting
anything from the floor, whether it’s a tree trunk or
a downed teammate. This is right up there with the
most important exercises to get right, not just for
OCR’s but life in general.
How to do it
• Start with the bar on the floor. Stand with mid foot
under the bar at hip-width apart with toes at 15
degrees.
• Grab the bar with hands shoulder width apart, with
arms resting just outside the knees.
• Bend knees until your shins touch the bar whilst
maintaining a neutral spine (no rounding of the
lower back).
• Keeping your arms straight, lift your chest up
without lifting the weight.
• Take a deep breath, and pull the bar up by driving
up through the chest and snapping the hips forward.
• Lock hips and knees out to complete the rep, then
lower back to the floor with control.
Note. this is a complex lift to perform correctly. Be

There you have it – 6 exercises to help you
master any mud run!
It goes without saying that these should be completed
along side your distance running and interval/
conditioning training. Aim to complete a strength
training plan like the one below at least twice a week.
Ideally start between 10-16 weeks before your run.
However, you will also get some great gains in as little
as 4-6 weeks out from race day.

Workout to be
completed in this
order:
(If the reps feel too easy add
some more weight whilst
maintaining strict form).
1a) Deadlift: 4 x 5 reps
1b) Pull up: 4 x 5-10 reps
1c) Push press: 4 x 5 reps

This plan was devised presuming you have access
to standard gym equipment. If you are lucky enough
to have access to rigs, lifting platforms, battle ropes,
prowlers etc. feel free to mix it up! If not, improvise
with something heavy, use play parks, branches for
pull ups, logs in the woods.

2a) Spiderman press up 4x 20
reps
2b) Jump squat 4x 20 reps
2c) Farmers walk 4x 50 m

5 Deadlift

There are places to
train anywhere you go,
use your imagination!
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RACE : PREVIEW
three kinds of off-road running

Replace Lambs, Flowers
and Sunshine with Mud,
Swamps and Landslides
for the Spring WOLF Run
This April, Spring into Action and Take on Three Kinds of Off-Road Running in One Event
On the 8th and 9th of April, the WOLF Run is set to
return to Welsh Road Farm in Warwickshire for a
weekend devoted to the phenomenon of Wild Running
– a unique combination of three kinds of off-road
running: mud runs, trail runs and obstacle runs. The
only Wild Run in the UK, the WOLF Run is a demanding
10K across raw natural terrain, including open ground,
woodland, lakes and thick mud.

WOLF Run
8th & 9th
April

The course comprises of ancient woodland trails and
deep water crossings, high climbing nets, log walls
and the legendary landslide. Whether running as a
lone wolf or in a wolf pack, you’ll be tackling some of
the biggest obstacles in Europe – all with a muddy
smile on your face!
Every step of the course is a mental and physical
test, designed to take participants back to a primal,
instinctive way of running in raw and testing terrain.
The course features a series of challenges using both
man-made and natural obstacles – lake swims to
mud pits, fallen trees to monkey bars and ditches to
a 100-meter water slide! And it’s not just the runners
who enjoy the events either; the WOLF Run village
creates a festival atmosphere with live DJ’s and popup food stalls, meaning everyone in attendance is
entertained.
The Spring WOLF is not to be underestimated. The
backdrop may offer a picturesque landscape but
lurking beneath the stunning scenery are icy waters,
muddy bogs and woodland winter debris; these will
test the courage and strength of each runner.
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Charlie Moreton, Founder of the WOLF Run, added
‘The WOLF Run team are passionate about the great
outdoors and we want to encourage people of all
fitness levels to participate. The personal challenge,
the camaraderie, the sense of accomplishment and
above all, getting outside and enjoying what nature
has to offer are all values that runs throughout the
event.
At the WOLF Run, it’s about more than an Obstacle
Course Run (OCR) – you’ll climb, jump, wade, crawl
and swim through a course designed to challenge
you on every level but at the end, you’ll be glad you
earned your bespoke WOLF Run tech t-shirt.

To find out more about The WOLF Run
or sign up for the next event visit
www.thewolfrun.co.uk and follow
@thewolfrun on Twitter.

the WOLF
Run is a
demanding
10K across
raw natural
terrain,
including
open ground,
woodland,
lakes and
thick mud
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ONE RUN IS NEVER ENOUGH!

ITS
NEVER
TOO
LATE
TO
START
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